Studio D and E (8-Channel and 1 Sub) –

What’s here and what you can do:

Yamaha DM 1000 Mixer

Rack unit beneath the mixer from top to bottom:
Re’van PatchBay
Presonus Audiobox 1818VSL
Hammerfall Multiface
Universal Audio Apollo Audio Interface
J5 USB Hub and DVD Optical Drive MACAshtray
Apollo Mic and Line inputs
Main Signal Paths Through DM 1000:

Linux Machine and monitor connected to the Hammerfall interface.

Mac Ashtray and a monitor screen connected to the Universal Audio Apollo - requires users to set up Universal Audio Console Application on their CCRMA profile (see how to instructions on CCRMA WIKI).
The 4 MIC and 4 LINE inputs for the Apollo are located at the bottom of the rack. Both the mic and line inputs show up on the first 4 channels of the Apollo Interface.

Laptops can be connected to Mixer by
Re‘van patchbay
Rapco Laptop Audio Interface
PreSonus AudioBox 1818VSL by USB - requires you to install drivers and update the firmware using the AudioBox VSL application.

Other Available Bits and Pieces:

At least 1 stereo 1/4inch to 8inch jack plugged into inputs 1 and 2 of the Re‘van patchbay
1 Set of Sony headphones
1 Akai 49 MPK Controller Keyboard
1 Anthrocart Table
2 Chairs
Mic Stand and Pop Shield
* Shure SM58 and XLR Cable
1 Mic Stand
* 1 Music Stand
1 Lamp
Studio C (5.1) –

What’s here and what you can do:

Yamaha DM 1000 Mixer

Rack unit beneath the mixer from top to bottom:
- HOSA PatchBay
- Oppo Blue Ray - remote in drawer below mixing desk
- Presonus Audiobox 1818VSL
- Universal Audio Apollo Audio Interface
  [No Input Patchbay as in Studios D and E]
- J5 USB Hub and DVD Optical Drive MACAshtray
- Hammerfall Multiface
Main Display Samsung 1080p Display. Current Connections:
1) HDMI to your laptop,
2) PC1 from Samsung VGA to 24 pin DVI into Linux Machine
3) DVI from Samsung to DVI to HDMI into MAC
Remote in drawer below mixing desk

Vizio Screen - Capable of 3D Display (3D Glasses are in the Large Cabinet)

Possible Inputs:  
3USB
5HDMI
Optical
Audio out RCA
Ethernet In
1/8th inch audio
PC/VGA
Component RCA
Audio RCA L/R in
Cable/Antenna in

Capable of:
Theatre 3D
Razor LED
Vizio Internet Apps
WiFi Dual Band
Blue Tooth
SRS sound, Dolby Digital
HDMI
HDTV
Remote in drawer below mixing desk
Main Signal Paths Through DM 1000:

Linux Machine and left monitor connected to the Hammerfall interface.

Mac Ashtray and right monitor screen connected to the Universal Audio Apollo - requires users to set up Universal Audio Console Application on their CCRMA profile (see how to instructions on CCRMA WIKI). The 4 MIC and 4 LINE inputs for the Apollo are located at the back of the rack – a patchbay will be installed for these inputs soon.

Laptops can be connected to Mixer by
Re’van patchbay 1/8th inch to 2 mono ¼ inch jacks.
Rapco Laptop Audio Interface 1/8inch to XLR
PreSonus AudioBox 1818VSL by USB - requires you to install drivers and update the firmware using the AudioBox VSL application.

Other Available Bits and Pieces:

WACOM Tablet
At least 1 stereo 1/4inch to 8inch jack plugged into inputs 1 and 2 - Re’van patchbay with
1 Rapco Laptop XLR Laptop Interface.
2 Chairs
1 Small Desktop Mic Stand
1 Lamp